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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.86.
 New Features

Improvements
Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. SMS102 Transport SMS has been created to allow SMS messages to be sent based on transport details.

This can be done for specific transports or by arrive and depart locations. [#22083]

2. Workforce Report SRF325 Pending Workflow Requests has been created to show details of Folio and Roster requests awaiting approval in
Workflow.

Improvements
1. Workforce Report SRF233 Charter Manifest Upload Template has been updated to allow people removed from the flight when the criteria /lxh

is greater than zero. When /lxh is zero, the report only contains the manifest data sheet. [#21594, # 22041]

2. SAM has been updated with the ability to automate the Finalise Completion process. This is controlled by the parameter
NightAuditFinaliseCompletion. [#20407]

3. Workflow has been updated to stop requests being submitted for unrealistic periods in the past or future. The parameter MaximumPastPeriod
determines how many weeks in the past a request can be created for, this defaults to four weeks. The parameter MaximumFuturePeriod
determines how many years in the future a request can be created for, this defaults to two years.

4. SAM has been updated to show the number of people assigned to look up data while on the main search pages. Look up data includes items
such as Departments, Cost Codes and, Employers.

5. Workforce Report SRF249 People Onsite has been updated with the ability to group by Department. [#21201]

6. Workforce Report SRF249 People Onsite has been updated with the ability to export the results in CSV format. [#21582]

7. Transport | No Show has been updated to separate the person name and SAM #. Filters have also been added to the results grid to allow easier
processing. [#22027]

8. SAM and Workflow have been updated with the ability to add a RELOC to a booking, during creation, when the parameter DisplayReloc is set to
Y. [#21958]

9. Workforce Report SRF305 EOM Transport Movement and Contractor Hours has been updated to include the camp a booking was for. The
report can also be run on a per camp basis. [#22073]

10. Workforce Report SRF163 Arrivals Departures 2 has been updated to optionally allow day trippers to be included. By default day trippers are
not included in the report. [#21907]

11. The Workflow Demobilisation document has been updated with a parameter EmployerComment to determine if Employer Comments are
mandatory for requestors, regardless of the completion type selected. [#22071]

12. Workforce Report SRF233 Charter Manifest Upload Template has been updated to include a summary of changes when the criteria /lxh is
greater than zero. [#21594, # 22041]

13. The Rooms | Assign Room page has been updated with a fresh layout. This is to guide exciting changes coming up.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF240 Village Occupancy had unnecessary formatting which increased the size of the file.

2. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF305 EOM Transport Movement and Contractor Hours where the report could not be run for a one
month period.

3. Fixed an issue with Workforce Reporting where it was not possible to open the schedule details if the report was in the blackout period.

4. Fixed an issue where a Frequent Flyer program could not be deactivated even though no profiles and no transports were assigned to it. [#21890]
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5. Fixed an issue where the Folio was allowing transports to be overbooked even though the SAM Parameter AllowOverBookingOfTransport was
set to NONE.

6. Fixed an issue where the Folio document was not using the SAM parameter AutomaticallyPickRoom. The processing tab now respects this
parameter and only selects a room when it is set to Y or the person is a room owner.

7. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF182 Workflow cancelled / declined where the request number was showing the internal ID and
could not be searched in Workflow.

8. Fixed an issue where the Workflow new account document could not be submitted if there are existing accounts with matching names.

9. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF173 Manifest where it would include inactive transports in the search selection.

10. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF306 Night Run Audit where roster errors were included which did not relate to automated extensions.
[#22024]

11. Fixed an issue with the Workflow New Account request where it was not possible for approvers to associate the new request with an existing
account.

12. Fixed an issue where the Username and Password fields on a Workflow New Account request would pre-fill if the approver had saved their details
in the browser.

13. Fixed an issue where Workforce Reporting said "Remove User" even though the action is "Deactivate User".

14. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to create an OUT/IN booking in the Folio when the IN date was the same as an existing OUT date.
[#21921]

15. Fixed an issue where multi-swing roster patterns would generate the same TripId for each swing until the pattern reset. [#22112]

16. Fixed an issue where is was not possible to create an OUT/IN booking in SAM when the OUT was a Plane and the IN was a DRV. [#22150, #
22104]

17. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to put in Australian mobile numbers starting with 046. [#22250]
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